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MCT4000 – Introduction to Music, Communication and Technology 

The course has varied a bit. Many components and different topics makes a little hard to 
get a hold on everything.  

The Studio production part felt thrown at the students. Very different background and 
experience among students. Them with knowledge from before did not benefit from it. The 
students with some knowledge felt they had to teach rather than learn new things.  
The tasks was a bit confusing. At first, it was the mixer and how to work in the studio, but 
that was apparently not the case, but rather making a song with focus on esthetic. 
Students think this should have been more individualistic, because of difference in 
background and skills. Not much hands on equipment for both cities, makes it harder to 
learn. 

Alexander: The teachers had not talked enough about this. 

Student’s thoughts on lectures (in general): Sometime traditional lectures are best, 
sometimes discussion is best. Hans (teacher) said he had a hard time explaining the 
material in English. The days does not feel structured. Sometime student feel they learn 
more from reading, and not at school. 

Sigurd: Maybe a mix would be best. Defending Hans, he was “forced” to do TBL (team 
based learning).  

Challenge: The groups always have to spend some time to find space and to set up zoom-
communication for group work between Oslo and Trondheim. This should have a better 
flow. Suggestion from Sigurd: Maybe a solution is separate screens and 
headphones.  
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Students want quicker feedback on assignments. The group feedback for the studio 
production workshop came late. Students want feedback a little sooner, especially those 
who are depending on good grades for their scholarships. Teachers agree.  

Alexander suggests written feedback on Canvas and that feedback should be 
expected within a week after deadline. 
Jørgen: The most important is getting it in time 

The course in general: Much info, many topics, hard to gather it all. 
   

MCT4021 – Physical-Virtual Communication and Music 1 
The portal should work at a basic level all the time. Much time is wasted getting it to work. 

Robin and Anders are too remote. They should be more available for the groups that are 
responsible for the Portal each week. Students want more guidance with the tasks and 
more coherence with the groups’ guidance so that the groups do things more similarly. 
The students being told to experiment with this and that is usually not successful.  

 

Suggestion: Would it be better with specific time slots for the groups with Anders 
and Robin? Could be good, but probably will not work for everyone. Would be better for 
some.  

This will be discussed this with class. 

There is a wish for a common dedicated Zoom room.  

A: Zoom was supposed to be a backup solution, but has become main tool. This should be 
solved with time.  

 

Weekly meetings and presentations (Monday and Friday) 

Students want the Friday meetings sometimes to be without the teachers. Some Fridays 
could be a jam session, and not a formal class. Things could be shown on Monday 
mornings. Could be more Flexible. 

Monday mornings continues as is.  

 

 

MCT4010 – Research Methods, Tools and Issues in MCT  

The work structure is reading and summarizing. It works and it is interesting. A summary of two 
hundred words is a perfect amount. Students want more class discussion and less group 
discussion. Lectures using Zoom should be structured better.  

Lessons longer would improve.  

Mixing the groups for discussion is good. Refreshing, interesting. Should be teacher-lead  
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A popular suggestion: If students add questions to the summary, so that the 
teacher can see these before the lecture and answer them then.   

People staying at home is a little problematic for the class dynamic and the lectures and so 
on. The teachers want everyone to join the Portal via Zoom. Maybe the teachers must be 
stricter.  
What if there could be Zoom-meetings from home. Could be a way to join if you are 
sick or out travelling.  

Question: Why do we always have to connect what we have read to other texts? 
Why not videos, podcasts and other formats?  

 

MCT4011 – Entrepreneurship for MCT 

The personal reflections: Good, students feel they learned from it. However, the fact that 
they should be of at least five hundred words felt a little much.  

It was a lot to do in a short period. If the course were to be a little longer, students would 
manage to learn more from it. It took a lot of space and concentration. The course lasting 
only five weeks lead to focusing very much on this, and much less on other courses. 
Should also have been more than five credits, seems like a lot of work for only five credits.  

Team A was responsible for the Portal the week of the exam, and they had to work a 
lot to get it ready, which meant less time to prepare for the exam. Did actually work 
out quite well for team A anyway, but it is something to think about. 

Ben is a dedicated teacher, and he is active on Canvas. It is easy to get a hold on him, 
communicating with him and so on.  

The theory part: It was put out there, was available, but was not tied up to the project, as it 
should have been. In addition, it was not mentioned in lectures.  
The message to “show a line between actions, presentation and theory” didn’t add up. Five 
weeks to little time to focus on theory.  

 

 

Canvas 

Canvas structure, a bit tiresome. Hard to find videos and stuff sometimes.  

All courses should have the same structure on Canvas. 

Assignments are not always to be found at same place.  

Canvas should have more feedback in general from the class.  

 


